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Abstract
We consider the homoclinic bifurcation of the Lorenz system, where two primary periodic orbits of
saddle type bifurcate from a symmetric pair of homoclinic loops. The two secondary equilibria of the Lorenz
system remain the only attractors before and after this bifurcation, but a chaotic saddle is created in a tubular
neighbourhood of the two homoclinic loops. This invariant hyperbolic set gives rise to preturbulence, which
is characterised by the presence of arbitrarily long transients.
In this paper, we show how and where preturbulence arises in the three-dimensional phase space. To
this end, we consider how the relevant two-dimensional invariant manifolds — the stable manifolds of
the origin and of the primary periodic orbits — organise the phase space of the Lorenz system. More
specifically, by means of recently developed and very robust numerical methods, we study how these
manifolds intersect a suitable sphere in phase space. In this way, we show how the basins of attraction
of the two attracting equilibria change topologically in the homoclinic bifurcation. More specifically, we
characterise preturbulence in terms of the accessible boundary between the two basins, which accumulate
on each other in a Cantor structure.
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1. Introduction
Our object of study is the Lorenz system [29]x˙ = σ(y − x),y˙ = ϱx − y − xz,z˙ = xy − βz, (1)
which is arguably the best known continuous-time dynamical system that features chaotic
dynamics; see, for example, [3,13,42] and other references therein. We keep the parameters σ
and β fixed at their classical values of σ = 10 and β = 8/3, while ϱ acts as the bifurcation
parameter. The origin 0 of (1) is always an equilibrium; it is stable for ϱ < 1 and becomes a
saddle point (in a pitchfork bifurcation) at ϱ = 1. For ϱ > 1, the origin 0 has a one-dimensional
unstable manifold W u(0) and a two-dimensional stable manifold W s(0); throughout, we refer
to W s(0) as the Lorenz manifold. There is a considerable difference in magnitude between the
two stable real eigenvalues, and we also consider the one-dimensional strong stable manifold
W ss(0) ⊂ W s(0). For ϱ > 1, there are also the secondary equilibria
p± =

±β(ϱ − 1),±β(ϱ − 1), ϱ − 1 ,
which are each other’s image under the symmetry transformation
(x, y, z) → (−x,−y, z) (2)
of (1). After they are born in the pitchfork bifurcation at ϱ = 1, the equilibria p± are attractors
with one-dimensional strong stable manifolds W ss(p±) and a pair of complex conjugate
(weaker) stable eigenvalues. The secondary equilibria p± lose stability in a subcritical Hopf
bifurcation at
ϱH = σ(β + σ + 3)
σ − β − 1 =
470
19
≈ 24.7368,
where they become saddle foci.
We focus on the transition through the first homoclinic bifurcation as the parameter ϱ is
increased through ϱ = ϱhom ≈ 13.9265, and how this affects the basins of attraction B(p±) of
the two attractors p±. Fig. 1 illustrates the homoclinic explosion on the level of the rearrangement
of the one-dimensional manifolds involved; note that this type of representation is what one
typically finds in the literature. Before the bifurcation, in panel (a), the right branch of the
unstable manifold W u(0) (which starts near 0 with positive values of x) tends to the right
equilibrium p+ in a spiralling fashion and, similarly, the left branch of W u(0) spirals into p−.
Notice that, locally near the origin 0, the linear stable eigenspace E s(0) is an approximation
of the separatrix W s(0) between the two basins B(p±) of p±. At the global bifurcation, when
ϱ = ϱhom, one finds a symmetric pair of homoclinic orbits, meaning that W u(0) returns to 0
tangent to the positive z-axis (which is a subset of E s(0)); see Fig. 1(b). For ϱ > ϱhom as in
panel (c), a symmetric pair of primary saddle periodic orbits Γ± bifurcates from the homoclinic
orbit. Notice further that both branches of W u(0) still spiral into p+ and p−, but now the right
branch spirals into p− and the left branch spirals into p+. As before the bifurcation, E s(0) is
an approximation of the local separatrix W s(0) between the two basins. For each case in Fig. 1
we also included the one-dimensional strong stable manifolds W ss(0) and W ss(p±) to give an
initial idea of the global behaviour; since these curves are not changing qualitatively, one gets
the impression that the overall dynamics is not affected much by the homoclinic bifurcation.
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Fig. 1. Transition through the homoclinic bifurcation at ϱ = ϱhom ≈ 13.9265. Shown are the equilibrium 0 with its
one-dimensional manifolds W u(0) and W ss (0), and the equilibria p± with their one-dimensional manifolds W ss (p±);
the small disk represents the linear stable eigenspace Es (0). Panel (a) is for ϱ = 10.0, panel (b) is at the bifurcation, and
panel (c) is for ϱ = 20; also shown in (c) are the bifurcating periodic orbits Γ±.
1.1. Homoclinic explosion and preturbulent regime
Needless to say, Fig. 1 is rather deceiving. The homoclinic bifurcation does not just give rise
to a symmetric pair of primary saddle periodic orbits Γ±. More importantly, for ϱ > ϱhom one
finds many more saddle periodic and homoclinic orbits in a tubular neighbourhood of the pair of
homoclinic orbits. Because it generates all chaotic dynamics in the Lorenz system in this way, the
homoclinic bifurcation at ϱ = ϱhom is also referred to as a homoclinic explosion point [42]. This
statement can be made precise via the description of the Lorenz system by the one-dimensional
discontinuous Lorenz map [1,14,39,45]. The Lorenz map describes the dynamics of leaves of
the strong stable foliation of the local Poincare´ return map to the section Σϱ = {z = ϱ − 1}
through the two secondary equilibria. The planar sectionΣϱ is the standard choice in the literature
[13,42], because it intersects the attractors of the system (including the Lorenz attractor for
ϱ = 28); hence, the local return map toΣϱ gives information about the dynamics and bifurcations
on the attractors.
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It is an important observation that the chaotic dynamics (including all bifurcating periodic
orbits) that are created at the homoclinic explosion point at ϱ = ϱhom are initially of saddle
type [12,42]. In other words, the secondary equilibria p± remain the only attractors, and the
question arises whether there is any discernible change at all to the observed dynamics of the
Lorenz system after the homoclinic bifurcation. This question has been addressed by Kaplan
and Yorke in [24], who found trajectories that make an arbitrarily large number of switches
between rotations around p+ and p−, respectively, before eventually converging to one of these
two point attractors. Kaplan and Yorke introduced the term preturbulence for this dynamical
regime of the Lorenz system – a precursor to the notion of turbulence as introduced in the
famous paper [40] by Ruelle and Takens – and they were able to explain it by the existence
of a hyperbolic basic set, also referred to as a chaotic saddle. Specifically, Kaplan and Yorke
showed in [24] that there exists a Smale horseshoe in the Poincare´ map. The chaotic saddle is
its suspension and it follows, in particular, that there are infinitely many periodic orbits of saddle
type; see also [13,21]. Statistical properties of this transient chaos in the preturbulent regime
were considered in [46] via a numerical study of the one-dimensional Lorenz map. Kaplan and
Yorke found that they “seem to observe this entire structure [of a chaotic saddle] persisting and
growing until r [ϱ in our notation] reaches the next critical value, r1 ≈ 24.06” [24, p. 107]. At
this value, ϱ = ϱhet ≈ 24.0579, the preturbulent regime ends, and a chaotic attractor is created
at a codimension-one heteroclinic bifurcation, where one finds a symmetric pair of heteroclinic
connections from 0 to Γ±; for ϱ > ϱhet the unstable manifold W u(0) cannot ‘reach’ p± any
longer and instead accumulates on a chaotic attractor. The chaotic attractor initially coexists with
the stable equilibria until p± become saddles in the subcritical Hopf bifurcation at ϱ = ϱH .
For further details on the sequence of global bifurcations that one encounters for increasing ϱ,
see [10] and other references therein.
1.2. The role of global manifolds
The question we concentrate on in this paper is how the overall organisation of the entire
three-dimensional phase space of the Lorenz system (1) changes in the transition through
the homoclinic explosion point at ϱ = ϱhom. More specifically, we consider the topological
properties of relevant two-dimensional global invariant manifolds before and after the homoclinic
bifurcation at ϱ = ϱhom. A central object of study is the two-dimensional Lorenz manifold
W s(0), which is (at least locally near 0) a separatrix between the basins of attraction of the
two stable equilibria p±. The global structure of this manifold as a basin boundary between
the two attracting equilibria has actually been studied already by Jackson in the 1980s in two
papers [22,23], which appear to have escaped the attention of the dynamical systems community.
(We only discovered these papers during the writing up of this paper, and quite by accident.)
In [22], Jackson is concerned with the case where 1 ≤ ϱ ≤ ϱhom. He considers several sections
in phase space and determines – by means of numerical simulation – whether points end up at
p+ and p−; the position of the respective intersection of W s(0) with the section is then deduced
as the boundary between the two sets. In this way, Jackson produces sketches of W s(0) as a two-
dimensional surface inR3; in particular, his sketches show how W s(0) is able to spiral around the
one-dimensional strong stable manifolds W ss(p±), while simultaneously forming a helix locally
near the positive z-axis.
Jackson’s second paper [23] deals with the structure of W s(0) for ϱhom ≤ ϱ ≤ ϱhet. He
presents a sketch of W s(0) at ϱ = ϱhom, showing clearly how it returns to itself along the
strong stable manifold W ss(0); compare with the sketch by Perello´ in [38] (reproduced in [10]).
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Jackson observes that it follows from Kaplan and Yorke’s work in [24] that the saddle periodic
orbits, which are part of the chaotic saddle, and their stable manifolds must lie in the α-limit set of
W s(0). He speaks of W s(0) as “convoluted” for this reason, and presents a number of sketches of
how this two-dimensional manifold returns to a vicinity of the origin. In particular, he determines,
by means of careful numerical simulations, the symbolic dynamics (of a shift on two symbols)
of the intersection points of W s(0) with the diagonal x = y in the standard Poincare´ section
Σϱ = {z = ϱ − 1}. Jackson observes that the boundary between the two basins also contains
the stable manifolds of saddle periodic orbits, but does not attempt to find them; rather, he states:
“No way has yet been found to represent this highly convoluted set of surfaces” [23, p. 32].
In this paper, we show how both the Lorenz manifold W s(0) and the stable manifolds W s(Γ±)
of the main bifurcating saddle periodic orbits Γ+ and Γ−, organise the overall phase space of
the Lorenz system before and after the homoclinic bifurcation at ϱ = ϱhom. To this end, we do
not consider intersections of these manifolds with planar sections, but rather their intersection
curves with a sufficiently large sphere, denoted SR , that encloses the attracting equilibria p± as
well as the entire one-dimensional unstable manifold W u(0). The advantage is that the sphere
SR is compact, which allows us to study in a convenient way how the basins of attraction B(p±)
of p± change at ϱ = ϱhom; in particular, the locations in phase space where long transients occur
due to the intermingling of the two basins are determined in this way. Moreover, we are able
to give a topological characterisation of the sets of intersection curves of the two-dimensional
manifolds W u(0) and W s(Γ±) with the sphere SR .
Our study of the overall structure of the dynamics of the Lorenz system in the preturbulent
regime is made possible by the recent development of advanced numerical methods for the
accurate computation of two-dimensional global invariant manifolds and their intersection
curves with selected codimension-one submanifolds (such as the sphere SR). Indeed, it is no
longer necessary to deduce the position of the Lorenz manifold W s(0) only indirectly from the
knowledge of the basins. Furthermore, the stable manifolds W s(Γ±) can be computed directly as
well. The key idea behind these computations is to continue a suitable family of orbit segments
as solutions of well-posed two-point boundary value problems, for example, with the package
AUTO [9]. We briefly discuss the numerical methods we use in the Appendix, and refer to
[26–28] for further details.
1.3. Numerical evidence versus computer-assisted proofs
From the very beginning, researchers have used numerical investigations to make important
contributions to the understanding of the Lorenz system. Not only were new phenomena
discovered in this way, but numerical evidence also informed the development of the geometrical
theory of the Lorenz system. Initially and traditionally, numerical simulation, that is, the solution
of the initial value problem by numerical integration, has been the method of choice. Lorenz [29]
already used numerical simulation not only to demonstrate sensitive dependence on the initial
condition, but also to study the geometric organisation of phase space and to derive a return
map by plotting successive ‘relative maxima’ against each other. The homoclinic explosion, and
the horseshoe dynamics in the preturbulent regime after the homoclinic explosion, were found
by Kaplan and Yorke [24,46] by careful numerical simulation. The same applies to the many
other dynamic features that were reported in the well-known book by Sparrow [42]. Similarly,
the organisation of phase space by the stable manifold of the origin was initially investigated
only indirectly by considering the results of numerical integrations from suitably chosen initial
conditions; see [22,23,38]. Numerical evidence also formed the basis for the formulation of the
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observed dynamics in terms of the abstract geometric Lorenz attractor [14,45], which is assumed
to satisfy certain geometric hypotheses. Overall, the rationale has been to develop theory that is
consistent with the available numerical evidence. The work presented here is in the same spirit.
More specifically, we provide numerical evidence for a consistent picture of how the phase space
of the Lorenz system is organised in the preturbulent regime. To this end, we make use of recent
and accurate numerical techniques that are based on solving families of appropriately defined
boundary value problems.
In spite of its proven use for gaining insights into the dynamics, numerical evidence does
not constitute a mathematical proof of a given property of the Lorenz system. Similarly, the fact
that chaos and other dynamics have been proven to exist in the geometric Lorenz model does
not constitute a proof that they exist in the Lorenz system itself. This gap between numerical
evidence and a mathematical statement may be overcome by computer-assisted proofs, which
allow one to check that theory and numerical observation indeed agree. The underlying idea is to
augment standard numerical computations with rigorous estimates for the computational errors
via interval-arithmetic techniques to ensure that certain (topological or geometrical) properties
are satisfied.
We now discuss briefly what has been achieved with rigorous numerical methods for the
Lorenz system, where the emphasis has been on showing that there is indeed chaotic dynamics.
Best known is the celebrated result by Tucker [43] that the Lorenz system is chaotic for the
classical parameter values σ = 10, β = 8/3 and ϱ = 28. More specifically, Tucker showed
that in a small neighbourhood of this parameter point the technical conditions of the abstract
geometric Lorenz attractor are satisfied. Hence, the Lorenz system itself has a chaotic attractor
for the classical parameter values. This computer-assisted proof requires a careful consideration
of how trajectories pass near the origin; see also the review by Viana [44]. A different and earlier
approach to showing that the Lorenz system has chaotic dynamics (albeit not necessarily of
an attracting nature) is to consider specific dynamical objects. The existence of the homoclinic
orbit at the first homoclinic explosion point was proved with a rigorous shooting method by
Hassard and Zhang [17], thus completing an outline of proof by Hasting and Troy [19]. These
authors extended their method in [18] to provide a computer-assisted proof that there are chaotic
dynamics in the Lorenz system, namely for σ = 10, β = 9, and ϱ = 76. The existence of further
homoclinic orbits in certain ranges of parameters was established with rigorous computations by
Chen [4,5]. Indeed, the existence of a (symmetric pair of) homoclinic orbits implies the existence
of shift dynamics in the Poincare´ return map (see, for example, [20,21]), but it is also possible to
verify this directly. Chen showed in [6] that there exists full shift dynamics on two symbols for
certain parameter values where ϱ is large. The first computer-assisted proof of the existence of
chaotic dynamics for the classical parameter values σ = 10, β = 8/3 and ϱ = 28 is due to Galias
and Zgliczynski [11], who showed the existence of a topological horseshoe in the second iterate
of its Poincare´ map on the standard section Σϱ. Using the more elaborate topological tool of
Conley index theory, Mischaikow and Mrozek [33,34] showed the existence of specific subshift
dynamics and, hence, positive topological entropy in the Lorenz system, initially for σ = 45,
β = 10, and ϱ = 54, and later with Szymczak [35] also for the classic parameter values.
While rigorous computational techniques can be used to prove properties of the Lorenz
system, such computer-assisted proofs are still very subtle and demanding. This is a consequence
of the sensitivity of the system with extreme expansion near stable manifolds due to close
passages near the origin. Most computer-assisted proofs hold only in small neighbourhoods of
chosen individual parameter points, and the challenge is to provide rigorous statements over
larger parameter ranges. A result in this direction is the recent work by Makino et al. [31], who
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used a Taylor model-based integrator [30] to prove the existence of a topological horseshoe in
the second iterate of the Poincare´ map for σ = 10, β = 8/3, and ϱ ∈ [25, 95].
To return to the subject of preturbulence of this paper, the proof of existence in [17] of
the homoclinic orbit at ϱhom implies as a corollary that a chaotic saddle exists for ϱ > ϱhom
sufficiently close to ϱhom. Moreover, it seems that the method of proof in [31] may be extended
to cover (at least some of) the remaining gap of ϱ-values up to ϱ = 25. In summary, the existence
of horseshoe dynamics and the associated chaotic saddle for ϱhom ≤ ϱ ≤ ϱhet as reported in
Sections 1.1 and 1.2 is confirmed by all available numerical evidence. This evidence includes
the results presented here, which we hope will stimulate further developments in both theory and
rigorous computation.
The paper is organised as follows. In the next section, we give a brief overview of the invariant
objects that are important in this study; here, we also specify the sphere SR and the stereographic
projection used to represent the information on it. Section 3 discusses the situation before the
homoclinic explosion for the representative case of ϱ = 10.0; we use this case also to illustrate
how to interpret the role of the invariant manifolds through their intersections with SR . Section 4
explains how the Lorenz manifold changes during the homoclinic explosion. The characterisation
of the basins B(p±) and their boundary in the preturbulent regime can be found in Section 5.
The final Section 6 summarises our results and points to future work. A brief discussion of the
numerical methods used for the computations is presented in the Appendix.
2. Background and setup
The observations from Fig. 1 are useful, but they are limited to changes of one-dimensional
manifolds. In particular, it is not clear from the determination of the one-dimensional manifolds
how the emergence of a chaotic saddle S in the homoclinic explosion at ϱ = ϱhom influences the
overall dynamics of the Lorenz system. In fact, to see how and where transient chaos arises in the
three-dimensional phase space one needs to consider the associated two-dimensional manifolds
and, in particular, the Lorenz manifold W s(0). An observation that follows from general theory
is the following: for ϱ < ϱhom, the stable manifold W s(0) curves around W u(0) and extends
towards negative values of z; at the homoclinic bifurcation, W s(0) contains W u(0) and returns
back to itself along the strong stable manifold W ss(0); for ϱ > ϱhom, when W s(0) returns near
0 for the first time, W u(0) curves around it and W s(0) extends towards positive values of z.
However, this local information on how the Lorenz manifold W s(0) changes when it first returns
near the origin still does not explain how the basins B(p+) and B(p−) change.
What is needed is information on how W s(0) divides the three-dimensional phase space,
and not just near 0. To this end, we consider the intersection W s(0) := W s(0) ∩ SR with
a sphere SR of sufficiently large radius R so that W u(0) and the attractor(s) it tends to are
strictly inside SR . In other words, irrespective of the exact size of the sphere SR , the only one-
dimensional objects from Fig. 1 that intersect the sphere (in six discrete points) are the strong
stable manifolds W ss(0) and W ss(p±); we denote these intersections as W ss(0) := W ss(0)∩ SR
and W ss(p±) := W ss(p±) ∩ SR , respectively. Generic points on SR end up at either of the
attractors p+ and p−, and the goal is to study their two basins B(p+) := B(p+) ∩ SR andB(p−) := B(p−) ∩ SR .
Studying the Lorenz manifold and associated basins of attraction on a sufficiently large sphere
SR has a number of advantages compared to studying these objects in the Poincare´ section
usually considered in the literature [13,42], which is the section Σϱ = {z = ϱ − 1} through
the two secondary equilibria. As mentioned, the sphere SR is compact, so the intersections of
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stable manifolds and basins with SR are bounded sets. Furthermore, these sets do not change
qualitatively when the radius R is increased (provided it is large enough as defined above).
Hence, in the spirit of bifurcation theory, all information on the global dynamics of the three-
dimensional Lorenz system can be represented by a single compact image on the suitably chosen
sphere SR .
For definiteness, we choose the centre of SR as the point (0, 0, ϱ−1), which is the origin of the
usual Poincare´ section Σϱ; we refer to the circle SR∩Σϱ as the equator of SR . Then the north and
south poles of SR are the intersections with the positive and negative z-axis, respectively, which
are both points in W s(0). We define R = R(ϱ) in the following convenient way, which is based
on the properties of the strong stable manifolds W ss(p±). Notice from Fig. 1 that the manifolds
W ss(p±) do not change qualitatively throughout the homoclinic bifurcation at ϱ = ϱhom; they
spiral around the line {y = 0; z = ϱ−1}, which is the x-axis in the planeΣϱ. We define the radius
R = R(ϱ) such that the sphere SR goes through the second intersection point of the right branch
of W ss(p+) (the inner spiralling curve in Fig. 1 with the corresponding smallest amplitude of
oscillation in z) with Σϱ. This ϱ-dependent choice of R ensures that SR is sufficiently large for
any value of ϱ we consider. Furthermore, it is convenient because in all images the two inner
branches of W ss(p±) will be represented by points on the equator of SR .
The sphere SR can conveniently be represented by means of stereographic projection; to this
end, we project along the positive x-axis by the transformation
(x, y, z) → (u, v) :=

y
x + R ,
z − (ϱ − 1)
x + R

(3)
for (x, y, z) ∈ SR , that is, satisfying x2 + y2 + (z − ϱ + 1)2 = R2. Due to the symmetry (2),
it suffices to show only the half-sphere with x ≥ 0, which maps onto the unit disk under (3).
Hence, we can conveniently represent the entire information on SR as a single image inside the
unit circle; see Section 3 for detailed illustrations of this stereographic projection.
3. Global dynamics for 1 < ϱ < ϱhom
We first consider the situation for 1 < ϱ < ϱhom ≈ 13.9265 and show that in this range of
ϱ the Lorenz manifold W s(0) divides the phase space into the two basins B(p+) and B(p−). In
order to get a good feel for the interpretation of the stereographic projection of the information
on SR , we discuss this case in more detail for the representative value ϱ = 10.0.
Fig. 2 shows an increasingly larger initial piece of W s(0) for ϱ = 10.0 as computed with the
geodesic level set growth method from Ref. [26]. Also shown are the equilibria 0 and p± and
the one-dimensional manifolds W u(0) and W ss(p±); compare with Fig. 1(a). In Fig. 2(a), the
computed piece of the Lorenz manifold W s(0) is still strictly inside the sphere SR (whose radius
R = 67.1565 is determined by the condition on W ss(p±) introduced in the previous section).
As W s(0) grows, it starts to intersect SR . In Fig. 2(b)–(d), the respective part of W s(0) inside
SR is rendered as a solid surface, while the part of W s(0) outside SR is rendered as a transparent
surface. The outer geodesic level set (which is a smooth, unknotted closed curve) is highlighted.
Fig. 2 illustrates the intriguing geometry of the Lorenz manifold W s(0), which is quite surprising
in light of the fact that the computed part of it is topologically simply a disk. Notice, in particular,
from Fig. 2(d) how W s(0) scrolls around the one-dimensional strong stable manifolds W ss(p±)
in a complicated way.
Fig. 3 shows the part of W s(0) for ϱ = 10.0, computed up to geodesic distance 193.0, that lies
inside the sphere SR . The intersection W s(0) is highlighted as a black curve. Notice again how
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Fig. 2. When the Lorenz manifold W s (0) for ϱ = 10.0 is grown in geodesic distance from 0 it starts to intersect the
sphere SR with radius R = 67.1565; the part of W s (0) outside SR is rendered transparent and its outer boundary is
highlighted. Also shown are the equilibria 0 and p± and the one-dimensional manifolds W u(0) and W ss (p±); compare
with Fig. 1(a). From (a) to (d), W s (0) has been computed up to geodesic distances 58.0, 91.0, 129.0, and 193.0.
W s(0) scrolls around W ss(p+) and W ss(p−). The idea is now to consider only the set W s(0)
on the surface of SR (together with the points W ss(p+) and W ss(0)). Fig. 3 has been obtained
by clipping off the part of W s(0) that lies outside SR , which also reveals its intersection with
SR . However, if one is interested chiefly in the set W s(0), then it is numerically advantageous to
compute it with a boundary value setup directly as (a set of) one-dimensional curves [2,27]; see
the Appendix for more information on how this can be achieved.
Fig. 4(a) shows the set W s(0) for ϱ = 10.0 on the sphere SR . It is not immediately obvious
from this image, but W s(0) is actually a single simple closed curve on SR that passes very close
to itself in the region of negative z; compare also with Fig. 3 (where the curve is not yet closed
because the computed part of W s(0) is still not quite large enough). The closed curve W s(0)
has finite arclength and divides SR into the two basins B(p+) and B(p−), which are topological
disks. The basins can be identified from the fact that W ss(p+) lies in B(p+) and W ss(p−) lies
in B(p−).
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Fig. 3. The part of the Lorenz manifold W s (0) for ϱ = 10.0 that lies inside the sphere SR with radius R = 67.1565;
here, W s (0) has been computed up to geodesic distance 193.0 as in Fig. 2(d).
Fig. 4(b) shows the stereographic projection of SR by (3) onto the (y, z)-plane along the
direction of decreasing x . This representation allows one to check the properties above, but it is
not very convenient due to considerable distortion. To deal with this issue, we present in Fig. 4(c)
the stereographic projections onto the unit disk of the two hemispheres of SR for x ≥ 0 and for
x ≤ 0. Notice that the two projections can be stitched together along the unit circle to recreate
the entire information on the sphere SR . What is more, due to the symmetry (2) of the Lorenz
system, the hemisphere for x ≤ 0 is identical to that for x ≥ 0 modulo an exchange of the
basins B(p+) and B(p−). In other words, we can represent the dynamics of the Lorenz system
in the wider phase space by a single, planar image of the organisation of manifolds and basins
inside the unit disk. From now on, we illustrate the overall dynamics of the Lorenz system (1) by
showing only the part of the stereographic projection of the intersections of the manifolds with
SR that corresponds to the hemisphere x ≥ 0, that is, the left unit disk in Fig. 4(c).
Let us briefly discuss in more detail the influence of the radius R of the chosen sphere SR .
When R is increased, the set W s(0) remains a simple closed curve, but it winds more and more
around the points W ss(p+) and W ss(p−). This is a result of the helical nature of the one-
dimensional manifolds W ss(p±); compare with Fig. 1(a). Importantly, however, the topological
nature of the basins B(p±) and their boundary W s(0) does not change qualitatively in the
process. This means that the information on SR for sufficiently large R indeed represents the
overall dynamics of the Lorenz system in its three-dimensional phase space. This statement is
correct throughout the range of ϱ. For the particular case of 1 < ϱ < ϱhom, we can indeed see
how the two-dimensional Lorenz manifold W s(0) divides R3 into the two basins B(p+) and
B(p−), which are each other’s image under the symmetry transformation (2).
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Fig. 4. The intersection curve W s (0) and the points W ss (0) and W ss (p±) for ϱ = 10.0, shown on the sphere SR for
R = 67.1565 (a) and in stereographic projection (b). Panel (c) shows the stereographic projections inside the unit circle
of the two symmetrically related halves of SR for x ≥ 0 and for x ≤ 0; the basin of attraction B(p+) is shaded.
4. Bifurcation of W s(0) at ϱ = ϱhom
Fig. 5 shows how the Lorenz manifold W s(0) on the sphere SR changes when the parameter
ϱ is increased through ϱhom. Panel (a) shows the situation for ϱ = 10.0, which is representative
for 1 < ϱ < ϱhom; as we discussed, the set W s(0) is a simple closed curve of finite arclength.
At the moment of homoclinic bifurcation at ϱ = ϱhom, which is illustrated in Fig. 5(b) for the
sufficiently close value of ϱ = 13.9, the stable manifold W s(0) returns back to itself exactly at
the strong stable manifold W ss(0). As a result, W s(0) still has finite arclength but is no longer
a simple closed curve; it can be thought of as a closed curve with two points of transverse
self-intersection, at the two (symmetrically related) points (±66.0041,±6.9372,−2.7554) ofW ss(0). As a consequence, the two basins B(p+) and B(p−) on SR now each consist of two
disjoint regions, which are both topological disks.
Fig. 5(c) and (d) show the stereographic projections of W s(0) for ϱhom < ϱ < ϱhet, namely,
for ϱ = 16.0 and ϱ = 18.0, respectively. The set W s(0) is no longer a simple closed curve of
finite arclength. Rather, this set consists of infinitely many curves that form well-defined bands on
SR that increase in width as ϱ increases; compare panels (c) and (d). The major regions of the two
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Fig. 5. Stereographic projection of sphere SR for x ≥ 0, showing W s (0), W ss (0), W ss (p±), and B(p±) for ϱ = 10.0
(a), ϱ = 13.9 ≈ ϱhom (b), ϱ = 16.0 (c), and ϱ = 18.0 (d); the basin B(p+) is shaded.
basins B(p+) and B(p−) have been identified, but it is now not immediately clear how the many
smaller regions should be shaded. Our computations show that each path-connected component
of the set W s(0) is actually a curve of infinite arclength whose two ends each accumulate on a
topological circle (a simple closed curve); note that in this accumulation process the integration
time needed for the computation of the corresponding orbit segments goes to infinity. One of
these topological circles bounds the region of B(p+) that contains W ss(p+) in the centre of
Fig. 5(c) and (d); the other bounds the region of B(p−) that contains W ss(p−) (which is on the
other side of the sphere SR that is not shown in panels (c) and (d)). In particular, it follows that
for ϱhom ≤ ϱ < ϱhet the basins B(p±) are no longer connected.
In spite of its complicated structure, the set W s(0) locally separates B(p+) and B(p−).
This means that for every point w ∈ W s(0) there is a neighbourhood N (w) ⊂ SR such thatW s(0)∩N (w) is a single curve of finite arclength that divides N (w) into two sets B(p+)∩N (w)
and B(p−) ∩ N (w) that are topological disks; the single arc of W s(0) in the centre of Fig. 5(c)
and (d) clearly illustrates this property. In particular, it follows that W s(0) is locally connected
and accessible from both sides, that is, both from B(p+) and from B(p−). In turn, the two-
dimensional Lorenz manifold W s(0) ⊂ R3 is also locally connected, locally separates B(p+)
and B(p−), and is accessible from both sides.
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Fig. 6. Stereographic projection of the sphere SR for x ≥ 0 for ϱ = 18.0. Panel (a) shows W s (Γ+), panel (b) showsW s (Γ−), panel (c) shows all three sets W s (0), W s (Γ+) and W s (Γ−), and panel (d) is an enlargement inside the box
[−0.91,−0.61] × [0.1, 0.4]. Also shown are W ss (0) and W ss (p±); the basin B(p+) is shaded.
5. Characterisation of preturbulence in phase space
It is an important realisation that for ϱhom < ϱ < ϱhet the boundary of the two basins B(p±)
is no longer formed by W s(0) alone. This follows from the fact that close to the attractors p+ and
p− the basin is bounded by the stable manifolds W s(Γ+) and W s(Γ−) of the two bifurcating
saddle periodic orbits Γ+ and Γ−. Locally near Γ+ and Γ− these two-dimensional manifolds
are topological cylinders that surround the points p+ and p− and their strong stable manifolds
W ss(p+) and W ss(p−), respectively. Furthermore, the manifold W s(Γ+) surrounds the left
branch of the one-dimensional unstable manifold W u(0) (which spirals to p+); compare with
Fig. 1(c). This implies that near the origin 0 the basin B(p+) is bounded by both W s(Γ+) and
W s(0), and similarly for B(p−). Hence, in order to understand what happens to B(p±) as ϱ
passes through ϱhom, we must consider not only W s(0) but also W s(Γ±).
Fig. 6 shows the situation on SR for ϱ = 18.0. Panel (a) shows W s(Γ+) := W s(Γ+)∩SR , and
panel (b) shows W s(Γ−) := W s(Γ−)∩ SR . One side of the two-dimensional manifold W s(Γ+)
intersects SR in a topological circle that bounds the central component of B(p+) that contains
W ss(p+); similarly, one side of W s(Γ−) intersects SR in a topological circle that bounds the
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central component of B(p−) that contains W ss(p−). Note that W s(0) accumulates exactly on
these two circles; compare with Fig. 5(c) and (d). The other side of W s(Γ+) intersects SR in a
set that contains infinitely many curves of infinite arclength. The two ends of each such curve
also accumulate on the two topological circles in W s(Γ+) and W s(Γ−), respectively. Due to
symmetry, the same statement holds for W s(Γ−). Furthermore, the curves in W s(Γ±) can be
found in the same bands on SR as those in W s(0). In the stereographic view of the half-sphere
for x ≥ 0, the two images of W s(Γ+) and W s(Γ−) in Fig. 6(a) and (b) appear to be identical,
but this is not the case. Rather, due to symmetry, W s(Γ−) in panel (b) is identical to W s(Γ+) on
the half-sphere for x ≤ 0, and vice versa. Indeed, the sets of curves in Fig. 6(a) and (b) connect
at the bounding unit circle.
Fig. 6(c) shows all three manifolds, W s(0), W s(Γ+), and W s(Γ−), on the half-sphere for
x ≥ 0. In this view, it is clear that the three different manifolds are very close to one another.
Fig. 6(d) is an enlargement that emphasises the structure of the three sets of curves and the two
basins B(p+) and B(p−). This image clearly reveals a Cantor structure. Bi-coloured strips are
visible that each are divided by a single and isolated curve of W s(0) into two substrips, one
belonging to B(p+) and the other belonging to B(p−), respectively; this illustrates the locally
separating nature of W s(0) at increasingly smaller scale. Each bi-coloured strip is bounded by a
curve in W s(Γ+) on the left and by a curve in W s(Γ−) on the right, which in turn are the limits
on one side of three sets of accumulating curves in W s(0) and W s(Γ±).
The Cantor structure in Fig. 6 illustrates the manifestation of preturbulence in phase space.
Large regions of the basins B(p+) and B(p−) coexist with arbitrarily thin strips of these basins
in certain regions of phase space. An initial condition in any such strip ends up at the respective
attractor only after a number of loops around p+ or p−. The number of these loops depends on
the width of the strip, which reflects ‘how deep’ the strip is located in the Cantor structure; see
also [23]. We remark that this view of the manifestation of preturbulence in the phase space of
the Lorenz system is in agreement with the findings in [24,46]; in particular, it gives a geometric
interpretation of the statistical properties found in [46] for the one-dimensional Lorenz map for
ϱ > ϱhom.
We now return to the question of the topological nature of the basins B(p±) and the setsW s(0) and WΓ± := W s(Γ+) ∪ W s(Γ−) in their boundary for ϱhom < ϱ < ϱhet. Fig. 6 shows
that the set WΓ± has a different topology from W s(0). More specifically, the (local) intersection
of WΓ± with any transverse line consists of countably many points of a Cantor set that bound
the open intervals in its complement; see Fig. 6(d) and the discussion above. This Cantor set is
the diffeomorphic image of the corresponding part of the invariant set of the one-dimensional
Lorenz map, which is obtained by projecting the return map in the planar section Σϱ along its
strong stable manifolds. In particular, it follows that both the union WΓ± and the two constituent
sets W s(Γ±) are locally disconnected. Moreover, the sets W s(Γ±) are accessible only from one
side, namely, W s(Γ+) from within the set B(p+) and W s(Γ−) from within the set B(p−).
In fact, this is not the whole story. It follows from general theory [24,23] that W s(0)
accumulates not only on WΓ± , but also on the stable manifold W s(S) of the chaotic saddle
S itself, which contains WΓ± as a dense subset. Indeed, the basins B(p+) and B(p−) are in
the complement of W s(S) = W s(S) ∩ SR , whose intersection with a transverse line is the
entire Cantor set. Apart from the primary periodic orbits Γ±, the chaotic saddle S contains
countably infinitely many additional saddle periodic orbits Γ k (of higher and higher period),
whose two-dimensional stable manifolds W s(Γ k) intersect SR in sets W s(Γ k) := W s(Γ k)∩ SR
that are not accessible. Each of the sets W s(Γ k) can be computed, in principle, with the
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same numerical technique used to compute W s(Γ±), but this is a considerable computational
challenge (especially for larger periods of the periodic orbit) beyond the scope of this paper. The
set W s(S) is closed and bounded, and is, hence, a continuum. More specifically, it is locally a
Cantor bundle [15,16]. We conclude from the properties of the dense subset WΓ± that W s(S)
is an indecomposable continuum on SR . Indecomposable continua in the plane have been found
in a variety of dynamical contexts; see, for example, [7,41] and the survey paper [25] for further
details. In particular, indecomposable continua occur naturally as the closure of stable or unstable
manifolds of planar diffeomorphisms such as the Smale horseshoe map, the He´non map, and the
Ikeda map.
Overall, we conclude from the numerical evidence presented here that the set WΓ± , which
consists of two topological circles and infinitely many arcs, is the accessible subset of the
indecomposable continuum W s(S). The set W s(0), on the other hand, is locally connected and
accessible globally, and it accumulates on both W s(S) and its accessible subset WΓ± . These
properties of the boundary between them characterise the intricate self-accumulating nature of
the two basins B(p+) and B(p−) on the sphere SR .
It follows that, when the phase space R3 is compactified in a suitable fashion (see [32]), the
unionWΓ± = W s(Γ+)∪W s(Γ+) of the two-dimensional manifolds themselves is the accessible
subset of the indecomposable continuum W s(S). Notice that, in spite of this intriguing property
of their boundary, the basins B(p±) ⊂ R3 are simply connected; this is due to the fact that each
point in the basin is connected to the attracting point p± by a unique forward trajectory of finite
arclength.
6. Conclusions
The transition through the homoclinic explosion point of the Lorenz system results in a
dramatic change of the topological structure of the basins of the two attracting equilibria, which
remain the only attractors before and after this bifurcation. This was studied here by means
of computing the intersection sets of the Lorenz manifold W s(0) and of the stable manifolds
W s(Γ±) of the primary periodic orbits Γ± with a sufficiently large sphere. In particular, our
computations revealed the bifurcating Cantor structure of invariant manifolds and basins, which
explains where in phase space long transients – the characterising feature of preturbulence –
can be found. Our study was performed by changing the parameter ϱ of the Lorenz system,
while keeping σ and β fixed at their classical values. However, the change in topology of the
associated global invariant manifolds is generic and will, hence, be found for any transverse path
in parameter space that crosses the codimension-one surface of this homoclinic bifurcation. We
can summarise our findings as follows.
Global invariant manifolds in the transition to preturbulence
(R1) Regular behaviour for 1 < ϱ < ϱhet. On any sufficiently large sphere SR , the set W s(0)
= W s(0) ∩ SR is a single closed curve that divides SR into the two basins B(p+) =
B(p+) ∩ SR and B(p−) = B(p−) ∩ SR , which are topological disks.
(R2) Preturbulence for ϱhom < ϱ < ϱhet. On any sufficiently large sphere SR , the accessible
boundary of B(p±) is formed by W s(0) and by W s(Γ±) = W s(Γ±) ∩ SR . The setW s(0) is the infinite union of curves of infinite arclength. It accumulates on the unionWΓ± = W s(Γ+)∪ W s(Γ−), which is the accessible set of an indecomposable continuum,
namely, the set W s(S) = W s(S) ∩ SR of a chaotic saddle S. The two basins B(p+) andB(p−) are intermingled in the sense that they accumulate on WΓ± from one side.
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(R3) Limits of preturbulence. The sets WΓ± ⊂ W s(S) become geometrically thicker (in
Hausdorff dimension [36,37]) and extend over a larger area on SR as ϱ→ ϱhet. Conversely,
for decreasing ϱ, they shrink and eventually converge to W s(0) for ϱ = ϱhom in the
Hausdorff metric.
These results have been obtained with state-of-the-art efficient and highly accurate numerical
computations of two-dimensional invariant manifolds and their intersections with a chosen
codimension-one submanifold in phase space. We would argue that these numerical methods,
which are based on the continuation of orbit segments defined via suitable two-point boundary
problems, have reached a level of maturity that allows for detailed mathematical observations.
From a rigorous mathematical perspective, our findings can be viewed as conjectures whose
proofs require, first, consideration of which computations are sufficient to establish topological
properties of basin boundaries similar to those reviewed in [25] and, second, error estimates for
those computations.
Other global bifurcations can be studied in a similar spirit, and the study of the role of
two-dimensional global invariant manifolds in such bifurcations is the subject of our ongoing
research. First of all, we are studying other global bifurcations in the Lorenz system itself.
The transition to chaotic attractors at ϱhet, where one finds a pair of heteroclinic connections
from the origin to the primary secondary orbits, will be discussed elsewhere; furthermore,
there are (infinitely many) more secondary homoclinic bifurcations in the Lorenz system; see
[10,42]. Second, we are considering the role of global invariant manifolds in textbook homoclinic
bifurcations of equilibria in three-dimensional vector fields; different cases are distinguished by
whether the (stable) eigenvalues are real or complex, and whether the stable manifold at the
moment of homoclinic bifurcation is orientable or not.
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Appendix. Computation of global invariant manifolds
Stable and unstable manifolds of equilibria and periodic orbits of a given vector field are
global objects that need to be found with numerical techniques. One-dimensional stable and
unstable manifolds, such as those shown in Fig. 1, can be computed simply by integrating from
initial conditions in the respective linear eigenspace and close to the equilibrium. However,
higher-dimensional global invariant manifolds, such as the two-dimensional manifolds presented
here, cannot be found reliably simply by integration from a set of initial conditions. This is why
the development of more advanced numerical methods for the computation of global invariant
manifolds has been an active area of research; see, for example, the survey papers [27,28].
In this paper we make use of two complementary numerical methods: the computation of
W s(0) as a two-dimensional surface with the geodesic level set growth method from Ref. [26],
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and the computation of one-dimensional curves in the intersection sets W s(0) and W s(Γ±) on
the sphere SR [8,28]. Both methods use the technique of continuation of a suitable family of
orbit segments, which are found as solutions of an associated two-point boundary value problem
(BVP) with the package AUTO [9].
To compute W s(0) as a two-dimensional manifold, we view it as a one-parameter family of
level sets (which are smooth closed curves) of the geodesic distance to the origin. A discrete
and uniform mesh is obtained by computing step by step a new geodesic level set at a suitable
distance from the previous one, according to accuracy criteria that take into account the curvature
along geodesics. The first geodesic level set is a circle in the linear stable eigenplane E s(0) with
centre 0 and a (small) radius δ; it is represented as a piecewise linear curve through a finite
number of equally spaced mesh points. At each step, the method finds a new point at distance
∆ for every point on the previous geodesic level set; this is achieved for each point by solving a
BVP that defines orbit segments that start in a plane through the point under consideration and
end on the previous geodesic level set. Extra points are added where needed, but in such a way
that the total interpolation error is controlled. At the end of each step, a new band of the manifold
is constructed as a triangulation between the previous and the presently computed geodesic level
set; more details and a proof of convergence can be found in [26]. Once the Lorenz manifold
W s(0) has been computed with this method, it can be visualised in different ways as a two-
dimensional surface. In particular, a post-processing step allows us to clip off the part of W s(0)
that lies outside SR , which also reveals the set W s(0) ⊂ SR ; see Figs. 2 and 3.
Intersection curves of a two-dimensional global invariant manifold with a chosen codimen-
sion-one submanifold in phase space can be computed directly and very accurately with a BVP
setup. Here, we briefly discuss only how to compute the manifolds under consideration; see
[2,27] for more details of this general approach. Any point in W s(0) is the begin point of a tra-
jectory that starts on SR and ends at the origin 0. Such a trajectory can be approximated efficiently
by an orbit segment (with finite integration time) with begin point on SR and end point on a small
ellipse in E s(0) around 0; as such, it is the solution of a well-posed BVP. Hence, one obtains a
one-parameter family of orbit segments by allowing the angular variable of the ellipse to vary, so
that the begin point traces out the sought curve on SR . The family of orbit segments is computed
with the package AUTO [9]. More specifically, AUTO uses pseudo-arclength continuation, in
combination with Gauss collocation to represent orbit segments as piecewise polynomials over a
pre-specified number of mesh intervals; see [8] for details. Curves in W s(Γ+) can be computed
similarly, but now requiring that the end points of the orbit segments lie along a vector in the
stable eigenbundle E s(Γ+) of the periodic orbit Γ+. The periodic orbit Γ+ has positive Floquet
multipliers and, thus, W s(Γ+) is orientable and (locally near Γ+) a topological cylinder. Hence,
W s(Γ+) has two sides (which are joined at Γ+), and the intersection set of each side needs to be
computed separately. Finally, we remark that W s(Γ−) need not be computed separately, since it
is simply the image of W s(Γ+) under the symmetry (2).
The fact that W s(0) is a closed curve on SR for 1 < ϱ < ϱhom follows from the fact that this
curve has been computed by a single continuation, during which the angle variable of the ellipse
changes over 2π . On the other hand, for ϱhom < ϱ < ϱhet, the sets W s(0) and W s(Γ+) are much
more complicated: every accurate representation consists of many individual curves segments
on SR . Since it is impractical to start many hundred individual computations of curves, we take
the following approach. We still perform a single continuation where the angular variable of the
ellipse changes over 2π . However, we must now allow the end point of the orbit segment to leave
the sphere SR when the integration time of the orbit segments becomes too large. This can be
achieved by requiring that
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(Tmax − T )(R − r) = ε. (A.1)
Here, r is the distance of the begin point of the orbit segment from the centre of SR and T is
the associated (positive) integration time to the end point near 0; the fixed constant Tmax is a
preset maximum integration time during the computation and ε is chosen small (10−3 in our
computations). Hence, (A.1) describes a hyperbola that switches quickly but smoothly between
the two competing conditions that r ≈ R and that T ≈ Tmax. Hence, when T is well below
Tmax then the begin point of the orbit segment lies on SR to very good accuracy. On the other
hand, when T ≈ Tmax then the product (A.1) being kept constant at ε means that r decreases. In
this way, the begin point may pass through the interior of SR during the computation, until again
T < Tmax and the begin point reaches SR again (meaning that r ≈ R). A post-processing step
removes the curve segments in the interior of SR to isolate the several hundred individual curve
segments that constitute the approximations of W s(0) and W s(Γ+), respectively. The larger
Tmax is chosen the more curve segments are generated in this way; in fact, the number of curves
appears to grow exponentially with Tmax.
Computing the (hundreds of) curve segments presented in this paper required considerable
computer time and produced several gigabytes of data. We remark that such computations of
solution families of BVPs are highly accurate indeed [8,27]. This is evidenced, in particular, by
Fig. 6(d): the three sets of many hundreds of curve segments shown in this figure align perfectly
without intersecting each other, in spite of the fact that they were computed in three separate
continuation runs, as described above.
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